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B is mapped with good intentions, a love of music,
The Music of My Soul Michael Rabideau 2017-10-20

and my dedication to my family, to my career, and

I must begin my latest venture into the world of

to my Al-Anon program. Sirius Radio has been my

the November Book Challenge with a brief

saving grace. The first three things I do when I get

explanation of what brought me here. The

into the car are fasten my seat belt, turn on the

serpentine route I took to get my Point A to Point

ignition, and turn on the radio. Those three simple
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tasks get my day started, and they provide me with

listen to on Sirius Radio on a daily basis? That

the impetus to do what I choose to do each and

formed the premise of my current project and

every day. The channels I listen to provide me

enabled me to take this journey of self-discovery for

with inspiration and words of encouragement; The

myself and for anyone else interested in this

Message, The Blend, The Broadway Channel, Love,

proposal. The rest of this book breaks down the

and Joel Osteen Radio are my companions on the

process in several ways. I have included the song

road to and from school and home. While I was

lyrics with the title. Then I have analyzed the song

contemplating the subject of my fifth book, I

on a number of levels to provide you, the reader,

realized that I could kill two birds with one stone. I

with my interpretation of the song's message and

have been the District Representative for District 26

how it dovetails with the basic message of Al-Anon.

in Al-Anon for the past six years, and part of my

My disclaimer at this point is that this is not CAL

position has asked me to do service and provide a

(Conference Approved Literature), but simply my

message of recovery for anyone interested in

own humble interpretation of the words contained

hearing about my experience, strength, and hope.

herein. If I offend anyone with my take on the

The twelfth step in Al-Anon explains that as part of

songs and the connection, I apologize here and now.

having a spiritual awakening, I should spread this

As you read the song lyrics and interpret the

message and incorporate it into all aspects of my

meanings for yourself, realize where I was coming

daily life. Here was the quandary. How could I talk

from as I presented my own thoughts and views of

about Al-Anon and make the connection to what I

the material. In the Al-Anon program, we stress the
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fact that this recovery program is a spiritual

only used the ones I listen to on my radio or

philosophy, not a religious mantra. A number of the

computer. Feel free to explore the entire Sirius

songs refer to God, but anyone can have a Higher

Radio network at your leisure. Are you ready to

Power to turn to in his or her time of need. I also

begin this musical journey? I hope you enjoy

have morphed my feelings toward the messages

yourself, and if you bring away any message that

contained in this volume into a vision that melds a

helps make your life a better one, then I will have

Higher Power and the people in the program into a

done what I intended to do from the beginning.

unified support system. Therefore, you may see

Passport to World Band Radio 1998 Lawrence

that when I discuss the individual songs, I could be

Magne 1997-09-16 Elegant rusticity meets

reaching out or appealing to more than one possible

unpretentious luxury in the work of this award-

source of help. I have also included profiles of the

winning architecture firm. Howard Backen, award-

contributors in this volume. These short

winning principal of the architecture firm Backen

biographical excerpts are taken from Wikipedia,

Gillam Kroeger, is at the center of a popular

which is only one place to find background

movement in home design that emphasizes comfort

information on these artists and their songs, music,

over pretension and elegant simplicity over

and messages. My third section provides the reader

complication that tends to serve the ego of

with a discography of the songs and where they can

architects. This volume, the first on his work and

be located on Sirius Radio. While there are

that of the firm, is an artful exploration of that this

hundreds of channels available on this service, I

aesthetic, featuring farmhouses in the Napa Valley,
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hilltop homes, seaside retreats, and lakeside

Alone In Vietnam

hideaways. Throughout the work, a sense of

Wireless Systems Lawrence Harte 2003-01-01 This

intimacy, warmth, and informality pervades.

book provides a big picture of the key wireless

Natural materials, such as wood, stone, and brick

industries, what systems and technologies they use,

form the foundations, walls, and ceilings of these

how they operate, their market trends, and what

subtly luxurious spaces, while nature itself plays a

services they provide. If you are involved or you

considered role that is at once complementary and

are getting involved in the wireless industry, your

also intricately conjoined with the work. Long

life is changing. The growth and decline of wireless

vistas open outward toward sun-drenched valleys

industries can be well over 40% per year and it

from the window-lined wall of a bedroom in one

rapidly changes. Some wireless systems that were

home, while more immediate scenes of steeply

"hot technologies" just 10 years ago with billions of

rising hillsides and hidden lakes appear from just

dollars in investment with national or global

beyond the back stoop--and the rough-hewn-board

presence are simply gone. This information covered

dock--of another. Sensitive, alluring, and

in this book ranges from the basics to what's new in

wonderfully resonant with the suggestion of

wireless. You will learn that each wireless industry

invitation, the work of Backen Gillam Kroeger is

has its own unique advantages and limitations,

both thrilling to the eye and restorative to the soul.

which offer important economic and technical

Tales of a Ratt Bobby Blotzer 2010-03-25 Cover

choices for managers, salespeople, technicians, and

subtitle: Things you shouldn't know.

others involved with wireless telephones and
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systems. This book provides the background for a

cellular (2 = generation), and wideband cellular (3rd

good understanding of the major wireless

generation) communication systems. Private land

technologies, issues, and options available. The book

mobile radio (PLMR) dispatch and two-way radio

starts with a basic introduction to wireless

systems are explained along with how they are

communication. It covers the different types of

changing from proprietary analog systems to

industries, who controls and regulates them, and

advanced digital multimedia communication

provides a basic definition of each of the major

systems. The basics of mobile data are provided

wireless technologies. A broad overview of the

along with the available types of packet and circuit

telecom voice, data, and multimedia applications is

switched data systems and how they operate.

provided. You will discover the fundamentals of

Descriptions of paging systems are provided and

wireless technologies and their terminology are

you will discover how paging systems are evolving

described along with how the radio frequency

from one-way numeric messaging to two-way

spectrum is divided, the basics of radio frequency

interactive information services. Important

transmission and modulation, antennas and radio

characteristics of satellite systems are covered. An

networks. The different types of analog and digital

overview of fixed wireless systems including point

mobile telephone systems and their evolution are

to point microwave, wireless cable, and broadband

covered. Included is the basic operation, attributes

wireless is included. The fundamentals of radio and

and services for analog cellular(1st generation),

television broadcast systems are covered along with

digital cellular (2nd generation), packet based

how they are converting from analog to digital
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systems and why in just a few years service to

America, the Eagle is a symbol for strength and

existing radios and telephones will stop. The

freedom. In this story the Eagle is symbolic for the

fundamentals of residential cordless, public cordless

connections we all have with one another. The

and WPBX telephone systems covered. Wireless

Eagle speaks herein, and characters in the story

local area networks (WLANs) basics are provided

hear it speak.

including the different versions of 802.11. Short-

Passport to World Band Radio Lawrence Magne

range Bluetooth wireless is explained along with

2003 Explains how to tune in news and

how it is used by accessories such as headsets,

entertainment from countries around the world,

keyboards, cameras, and printers. The fundamentals

rates various world band radios, and provides a

of billing and customer care systems are provided

detailed broadcasting schedule

along with these systems collect and process service

The Rock of the Lion Molly Elliot Seawell

and usage charges.

2020-08-14 Reproduction of the original: The Rock

The Lonely Eagle Speaks Deon Pollett 2009-04-01

of the Lion by Molly Elliot Seawell

Playit is another planet with two suns. Go with

Passport to World Band Radio 2001 Lawrence

Zeke Hilder and his friends on hikes and horse rides

Magne 2000-10-17 Explains how to tune in news

into the hills. Follow them in a fight for freedom in

and entertainment from countries around the

this story about love, nature and politics. See how

world, rates various world band radios, and provides

Zeke and the Eagle are no longer lonely as the

a detailed broadcasting schedule

story progresses. To people in the United States of

Passport to World Band Radio 1999 1998-11-08
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Naturally Composed Marty Straub 2016-08-12 A

Passport to World Band Radio 1994 Lawrence

look at why we are interested in what we see in

Magne 1993-09-29 With hundreds of world band

art. Are we born with aesthetic preferences that are

shortwave radio stations on the air, this book makes

shaped by cultural influences? Is our natural

it easy to tune in news, sports, and entertainment

attraction to Beauty another weapon in our arsenal

from Arabia to Yugoslavia--the listings are hour-by-

of species' survival? This book examines many so-

hour, country-by-country and channel-by-channel.

called rules of composition in the visual arts to find

Includes ratings of world band radios and helpful

natural reasons for their existence. It is designed to

how-to articles. 125 photos.

aide the visual artist and those who appreciate their

More Than a Game Mark Collins 2016-05-04 Here is

work by bringing attention to subtle cues of

a description of "More Than A Game" in the words

attraction cultivated by our ancient and immediate

of the protagonist, Carter Mason: I know what I look

ancestors. It calls upon recent work in

like: a stereotype; a fatherless black kid pinning his

neuroaesthetics and other scientific disciplines to

hopes on a football scholarship. But I've got the skills

back up its speculative claims, and asks the reader to

and the smarts to back it up. One night, and an

contribute opinions of their own on the books'

innocent dance with a white girl, and my whole

website at naturallycomposed.com. There are many

world and all my dreams start to unravel. The

examples of photos in the book, and the reader is

killing begins. People are looking at me. And the

again asked to insert their own examples to enforce

circle of people I can trust is getting smaller by the

or refute the claims.

day. I can feel the net closing in. I have to find the
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killer before he finds me. I have to play the best

reach.

football of my life. I have to stay alive long enough

The Seeds of New Earth (the Silent Earth, Book 2)

to get a ticket out of hell.

Mark R. Healy 2014-12-17 The Earth is in ruins.

Shortwave Listening Guidebook Harry L. Helms

Cities and nations destroyed. Mankind is extinct.

1993 Join the listeners of shortwave radio. This new

Brant and Arsha are synthetics, machines made in

edition of "Shortwave Listening Guidebook" is a

the image of people. They dream of bringing

ticket to the world in direct, non-technical language

humans back into the world and have the

and helps in selecting the right shortwave radio,

technology to succeed, but the obstacles in their

how reception conditions vary throughout the day

way are mounting. Not only are their own

and year, how to correctly operate the radio, and

conflicting ideals creating a rift between them, but

provides information on frequencies used by

now the sinister Marauders are closing in as they

stations around the world.

seek revenge on Brant. Out in the wasteland,

Night Radio David W. Berner 2019-10-28 Jake

strange lights and mysterious objects in the sky

Mulholland dreams of becoming the next great rock

herald the arrival of new factions that seek to

'n' roll radio personality. But his appetite for love

control the region. Even in the once quiet streets of

conflicts with his thirst for success. In an effort for

their own city, malevolent forces are beginning to

redemption, he plans a special New Year's Eve

unfurl that threaten the sanctity of everything they

broadcast that will be the biggest challenge of his

hold dear, jeopardising the future that is within

life. Night Radio is the story of dreams just out of

their grasp. The Silent Earth Series Book 1 - After
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the Winter: amazon.com/dp/B00P02FBPM

the mind's ability to operate in harmony with the

Sixth Sense Eugene N. Nwosu 2017-03-21 The

unchanging rules of the infinite, divine universe.

world is simpler than it seems. Everything that

Simpler and easier to incorporate into everyday life

happens occurs because of cause and effect.

than The Secret and its complexities, Sixth Sense

Eliminate the cause of relationship problems,

frees you from the limitations of entrenched

poverty, health issues, and disharmony-and you

thought patterns, creating instead full engagement

change the effect. Too often, though, we look for

in your passions and dreams. Once properly aligned

external causes, when the true cause lies within our

with the universe, you will succeed-all the time.

own all-powerful and divine subconscious minds.

Passport to World Band Radio 2003 Lawrence

The universe is made up of interconnected energy-

Magne 2002-10 Explains how to tune in news and

and what are our thoughts if not pure energy?

entertainment from countries around the world,

Change the workings of your inner mind, and you

rates various world band radios, and provides a

can quite literally change your life. In Sixth Sense,

detailed broadcasting schedule

noted holistic success coach Eugene N. Nwosu

Santa's Snowy Adventure Tracy Elman 2014-09 In

provides a set of deceptively simple tools designed

this award winning book, Santa's sleigh gets frozen

to help you "rewire" your subconscious mind,

to the ice it takes lots of teamwork and some

change your life, and acquire the enlightenment

creative thinking by Jeffery the Surfer Reindeer to

and wisdom vital for true balance, equilibrium, and

be sure Christmas is not missed The author has

success. Nwosu' s practical affirmations help harness

written in a wonderfully magical way about this
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very special time of year, and cleverly hidden in

these folks have? What was the common factor that

the story, messages for children about the virtues

made them a genius? And is possible for you to also

working together, keeping promises, and of course

be like them? Now what is a genius? Geniuses are,

being good all year so Santa will come."

first and foremost, extraordinary individuals... They

Passport to World Band Radio 1996 Lawrence

are always somewhat ahead of their time, and their

Magne 1995-09-06 Explains how to tune in news

contributions to the world have shaped society into

and entertainment from countries around the

what we know it as of today with all the

world, rates various world band radios, and provides

remarkable fleets of advanced achievements

a detailed broadcasting schedule

unheard of in the past - just look at how far we

Passport to World Band Radio 1997 Lawrence

have come with modern medicine, science,

Magne 1996-09-17 A guide to what's on, how to

technologies, etc. And geniuses have helped

listen and what to buy

mankind evolved into more intelligent beings -

Instant Genius The INSTANT-Series 2015-07-23

pushing us to all strive for even greater possibilities.

The Instant-Series Presents "Instant Genius" How to

So how to become a genius? The widely-accepted

Think Like a Genius to Be One Instantly! When

notion is...you're either born with a genius IQ or

you hear the word "genius" - what immediately

not; however, being a genius has less to do with

pops into your mind? Perhaps, people like Albert

your level of intelligence. Everybody has their

Einstein, Isaac Newton, Leonardo da Vinci, and

own form of genius. The key is how to unlock that

Thomas Edison just to name a few. What did all

inner genius of yours. Within "Instant Genius": *
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How to easily create a custom "genius trigger

want. * Plus, custom practical "how-to" strategies,

button" step-by-step, so you can activate it to turn

techniques, applications and exercises on how to

on your full-intellectual mental capacity at will, at

think like a genius. ...and much more. All of us has

anywhere, and at anytime. * How to channel your

the potential to be our own geniuses. You just only

inner genius through the power of your

need to be guided on how to unleash that genius

subconscious mind, by doing the "subconscious self-

brain power within you - to finally realize what

session" technique to open doors to new ways of

you're truly capable of. You will be amazed and

thinking. * How to use personalized "visual mental

even surprised yourself.

imprints" as your sources of inspirations and

The Beatles and Bubble Gum Standard Edition

motivations to spark your creative genius to

Mark Swearingen 2015-09-14 Over 2,300 Bubble

generate unlimited innovative ideas. * How to

Gum Card images of The Beatles from 1959 to 1970.

develop genius reflexes to handle any complex

Over 20 sets of trading cards with images on the

problem and come up with ingenious solution to

fronts and backs. It even includes many "Bootleg"

have people look up to you, always wanting to hear

sets with very rare images. There are even several

what you have to say. * How to optimize your

sets from foreign countries rarely seen in the US.

mind to work in relentless genius mode with full

Live "Beatlemania" through these images and

concentration and inexhaustible energy where

invaluable information on the backs; Bios, stats,

obstacles no longer exist, through an in-depth "4-

quotes and thoughts by the "Fab Four". This is a

stages process" you can implement whenever you

hefty book with over 400 pages in black and white.
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8 1/2" x 11". A great "Coffee Table" book or a gift for

USA TODAY summed up this hilarious and big-

that fan or fan to be!

hearted romp in the Florida sunshine. When

Chicago's WLS Radio Scott Childers 2008 From its

Murray Zemelman, a.k.a. The Bra King, pops

early days as the farmer's companion to over a

another Prozac and heads to the Keys, he has

quarter century as the nation's premier rock-and-

nothing much in mind beyond a quixotic hope of

roll station, WLS has touched the lives of millions of

winning back his first wife, Franny, whom he

listeners. Many well-known celebrities, like Gene

dumped years before. But when he forms an

Autry, owe their careers to the Big 89, through the

unlikely friendship with Tommy Tarpon, the last

famous Saturday night program The National Barn

remaining member of an obscure Indian tribe,

Dance. Local personalities such as Dick Biondi, Larry

another plan also starts shaping up in his fevered

Lujack, and John Records Landecker became

brain. Why not open up Key West's first casino?

household names thanks to Chicago's 50,000-watt

Why not? Well, how about because the Mafia, in

blowtorch. The images in Chicago's WLS Radio scan

league with some of the nastiest politicians you will

the entire history of the station, featuring engaging

ever meet, is determined to kill anyone who tries?

hosts, the biggest stars, and lots of fun. The book also

Somehow, Murray, Tommy, and Franny didn't

covers WLS's move in the 1990s to become a leader

think of that until they were in way too deep.

in the news and talk format.

Laugh along as they improvise a manic and ever

Tropical Depression Laurence Shames 2015-02-14

more desperate campaign to keep their casino

"As enjoyable as a day at the beach." That's how

dreams--and themselves--alive.
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Blind Passenger Melissa Tate 2015-10-09 We've all

often under-discussed, therapeutic conversations

been there. EVERYONE knows someone who has

about domestic violence and addiction in the family

had their share of binge drinking, mood swings, or

system. And she gets it. She knows how you feel

addiction that has stretched a relationship to its

and where you've been-not merely because she has

limits. Dr. Melissa Tate is a popular psychology

read about it or counseled people through it-because

consultant and licensed professional counselor who

she has lived it. In being transparent about her

takes you on a personal journey of self-disclosure

intimate experiences with broken relationships, Dr.

and transparency. Often described as an easy going,

Tate is able to provide a personal and professional

juggling-it-all, classy and professional single mom,

insight for regaining your peace of mind amidst a

you would be remiss to assume she has always had

wild ride.

it all. Vicariously stuck on the emotional roller

Introduction to Private Land Mobile Radio

coaster of her loved ones' mental instability and self-

Lawrence Harte 2003-01-01

medicating, addictive behaviors, she has had to

Kids Travel Journal Lunar Glow Journals

literally and figuratively pick herself up from some

2014-06-17 Kids Travel Journal: My Travel Diary

raw and shocking situations. Through two failed

for World Travel Is your family planning a vacation

marriages and a shattered sibling bond, she gives

adventure? Then give your kids a fun travel

you a front row seat to her internal struggle as a

journal to engage their minds and collect their

blind passenger. A memoir-esque snapshot of these

vacation memories for a lifetime. Have you ever

three relationships is used as a platform for broader,

found your kids bored on a family trip? Wouldn't it
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be great to offer them something other than a video

Collect all their tickets in their scrap pages This kids

game to keep them occupied? This travel journal

travel journal includes much much more including

for kids is a perfect vacation buddy that offers

my packing check list, my five senses and other

prompts to really trigger their imagination. Imagine

travel activities for kids. So pick it up today and get

how much fun your kids will have filling out their

started by clicking the button above. Most

travel diary with prompts that ask them to draw

commonly suited for children ages 4 - 7. Page

and write about the experieces of the places they

Count: 100 PagesBinding: Trade PaperSize: 8.5" x

have visited. And for those younger travelers,

11"Language: EnglishColor: Full Color Cover /

there's plenty of "Check the Box" type questions

Black & White Interior

and simple fill in the blank questions that mom and

Passport to World Band Radio 2000 Lawrence

dad can easily share in the fun. Plus this travel

Magne 1999-10-26 Passport to World Band Radio is

diary also comes with travel games for kids like

the world's #1 selling shortwave publication,

hangman, tic tac toe and more. It's perfect for early

pulling in tens of thousands of readers year after

writers and kids on the verge on writing. Here's

year.

what your kids will love best: • Log the places they

Passport to World Band Radio, New 2006 Edition

have traveled • Fill in the blank travel pages like:

Lawrence Magne 2005-10-17 Explains how to tune

My Passport, Our Vacation Itinerary • Free doodle

in news and entertainment from countries around

pages to draw their favorite moments of the trip •

the world, rates various world band radios, and

Log and rate their experiences with new foods •

provides a detailed broadcasting schedule
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World radio TV handbook 1991

Included are overviews of the primary shortwave

On the Short Waves, 1923_1945 Jerome S. Berg

stations operating worldwide in the 1930s, along

1999-03-01 As radio developed in the early 1920s,

with clubs and competitions, publications and prizes.

the focus for most people was the AM band and

A rich collection of illustrations includes many

stations such as KDKA, the first broadcast station.

QSLs, the cards that stations sent to acknowledge

There was, however, another broadcast method that

receipt of their transmissions and that are much

was popular among many early enthusiasts--

prized by long-distance collectors.

shortwave radio. As is true today, the transmission

Wild for the Night Rasheed Carter 2012-04-11 Naji

of news and entertainment programs over

is a loose cannon addicted to gunsmoke, fast money,

shortwave frequencies permitted reception over

and making it happen at all costs. Nathan is college

great distances. For many in America and beyond,

bound and determined to escape the streets. Gotta is

shortwave was an exciting aspect of the new

a smooth talking playboy with a sweet tooth for

medium. Some still tune the shortwave bands to

teenage girls. Nikki the lone female in the family is

enjoy the programming. Others pursue broadcasts

beautiful, ambitious, and just as wild as her brothers.

for the thrill of the hunt. This book fully covers

How else could she control them. K.K. the baby boy

shortwave broadcasting from its beginning through

is 7 going on 25 and too grown for his own good.

World War II. A technical history examining the

Journey with this family as they rescue Young

medium's development and use tells the story of a

Savage, encounter beef, internal conflict, and

listener community that spanned the globe.

situations that test their love and loyalty to each
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other .

Europe, Russia and the US. Together, they make

Passport to World Band Radio Lawrence Magne

this book to be a Lonely Planet in the world of

2004-10-19 Explains how to tune in news and

working in the systemic- phenomenological way.

entertainment from countries around the world,

Jan Jacob Stam, founder of the Hellinger Institute in

rates various world band radios, and provides a

The Netherlands, and a very welcome teacher and

detailed broadcasting schedule

lecturer in more than twenty countries, has been a

Wings for Change Jan Jacob Stam 2016-06-06 This

leader and researcher in the field of systemic work

book is about organisational development from a

for over 15 years. This book gives you a look into

systemic perspective. It is about systemic principles.

Jan Jacob's experiences and insights. And as always,

How do they work in organisations? And how do

he has moved on and continues to develop and

people in those organisations experience them? This

search for new insights. There are so many

book attempts to answer this and many more

interesting questions still unanswered. This book

questions on working with the systemic

reads like a dream on a cold winters' nights where

phenomenological perspective in organisations and

no one sleeps and Jan Jacob keeps you awake as he

society at large. From the same perspective, this

makes you part of this special world.

book discusses a large amount of issues such as fraud,

2006 Passport to World Band Radio 2005

success, downturn and succession. This book

The Secret History of Pythagoras Pythagoras

includes many examples of organisations and

2011-06 THE Translation of this venerable Piece of

themes, including constellations in South America,

Antiquity is undertook upon a double Score; being
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designed as well to entertain the Curiosity of the

Passport to World Band Radio 1989

Learned, as to supply the Defects of the Ignorant. If

Passport to Worldband Radio 2nd Edition

the original Language would have been more

1998-04-06

acceptable to the one, it would have been less

Ghost of a Rose Steven K. Craig 2012-11-27 Includes

intelligible to the other. I cannot, without uttering a

the booklet Narcissism "The Killer of Love" What

Falsity, venture to affirm that so singular and

could drive an individual who is emotionally strong

valuable a Piece will be made Public, at least as yet:

and highly successful, with a hearty appetite for

And in the mean Time I shall flatter myself, that

life, to suddenly lose all desire to live? What could

this little Essay may contribute in some sort or other

possibly strip a religious person of all belief in God

to the diversion, if not Instruction, of People in

with the blink of an eye? Those vital questions are

every Condition of Life. If this is well received, the

about to be answered. A Beautifully Disturbing Saga

other Parts will make their Appearance at proper

of Love and Survival. Within the throes of a madly

Distances of Time. I publish no more at present,

passionate romance is the most ghastly soul rape and

because I would not be thought to impose too much

mind crime conceivable. The Great American

upon any one's Patience; as for losing my own

"Psychopathic" Love Story exists in a world where

Labour, I am under no bad Apprehensions about

nothing is real as perceived. Beneath the surface of

that; for the Reader cannot reject with a greater

what seems to be a fairy tale romance is the outline

Disdain, than I have translated with Pleasure, the

for what may very well be the perfect murder, and

Contents of this Book.

if you are naive enough to think it can't happen to
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you, you're wrong... dead wrong. Steven lives a life

portrait of an enchanted romance, but underneath

that most can only dream of. At a young age, he

an illusion of ideal love is a transparent layer of lies,

achieved fame in the music industry with the now

manipulation, and deceit. Unknowingly, Steven has

iconic heavy metal band Slayer, and later as a

become trapped in the lethal world of a pathological

world-renowned airbrush artist. He has everything

psychopath. Be prepared to have every one of your

that a man could want, except for what he desires

emotions assaulted by this unique true story. You

most, which is, true love. A handsome, successful,

will laugh, feel the passion and intense love, you'll

charming man that lives and breathes romance, but

get angry, experience excruciating pain, and yes,

has been unable to find the one woman that can

there will be tears. Live the story as the author

captivate his heart. One glorious afternoon, Ashley

experienced it. A memoir that is insanity in the

stumbles into his life, and she is everything that

raw, and just when you think it is all over, it begins

he's hoped for and dreamed of. Their story begins as

again before leading to a shocking ending that will

a passionate, tender, and erotic tale of two people

not soon be forgotten. Ghost of a Rose is the first

falling in love. Together they seem to have the

romance of it's kind. Without any knowledge of its

love that dreams are made of and fairy tales are

exsistence, the author documented from the

written about. But do they really? Sometimes when

beginning to end of his relationship with a

it seems too good to be true, the love of your life

pathological narcissist. The media has incorrectly

may not be the person you think they are. On the

portrayed Narcissistic Personality Disorder long

surface, Steven and Ashley are the quintessential

enough. This is the true nature of the beast, and as
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melodramatic it may seem at times, this is what a

bear witness to a man systematically destroyed by a

victim experiences when having the life sucked

narcissist until his life is left in ruin. 'Dynamic

out of him or her by an emotional vampire. You'll

personal stylized writing. Brilliant! A death to birth

witness first hand the idealization "honeymoon"

with a delivery that is painful as bloody hell." -

stage, the gaslighting phase, the abandonment, the

Becky Joyce Reed "This book saved my life!" -

torment, confusion, awakening, and healing as it all

Debbie Perez

took place. Through the eyes of the author, you'll
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